
   Class Notes 

Class: VIII 

 

Topic: POSTER MAKING & PICTURE BASED 

COMPOSITION 

Subject: ENGLISH 

 

 

A Poster is a large notice announcing or advertising something. It generally creates 

social awareness about any problem or needs. It also conveys a social message in an 

eye-catching way. 

Main Features of a Poster 

 Layout: A creative title in the form of a slogan or rhyming words. 

For example, Speed thrills but kills; Pollution needs a solution; Green is clean. 

 You can use Match Stick figures for illustration. 

 Proper spacing and proportionate headings and illustrations. 

 Date, time and venue must be mentioned in case of an event. 

 A poster displays a message or an appeal to create awareness. 

 The content should be organised in an appropriate style. 

 Use appropriate expressions and correct language. 

 The theme should be clear. 

 The poster should be creative and related to the content and theme should not 

be vague. 

 Do not spend much time on illustration. Written language and expressions will 

only help you score better. 

 Name of the issuing authority or the organizers is a must. 

 

Question 1. 

Your school, Kendriya Vidyalaya, Burdwan is going to organise a Diwali Mela. Design a 

poster to inform the students about various activities connected with it. Ask them to 

participate in the Mela. You are Divya/Dewan.  

Answer: 

 



 

Question 2. 

You are a member of the S.P.C.A. Draft a poster in not more than 50 words, to 

create awareness on the need to prevent cruelty to animals. You are 

Suhas/Suhasini.  

Answer: 

 
 

PICTURE-BASED COMPOSITION: Pictures stimulate thoughts and motivate to express 

views and ideas. Picture composition develops writing and language skills. It aids in 

eliciting personal thoughts, feelings and experiences by strong observation. 

The basic need to write an effective picture composition, is to understand the topic 

and then express views on it that should reflect one’s personal experience and 
thoughts. While writing, attention must be paid to errors - grammar, spelling or 

punctuations. The information should be in an elaborate and well-organised style and 

the closing line could be the most impressive part of the composition. 

Steps to writing a good picture composition 

1. The first step is that before the student begins writing, he/she should study the 

picture minutely and thoroughly and then plan out his/her content. Planning is 

essential while attempting picture composition. The student must plan out his/her 

every move, starting from the introduction and continuing right till the conclusion. 

2. The idea conceived through the given picture must be the base of the essay that the 

student plans to write. This connection must be maintained and the focus should be 

on the picture as well as the content. 

3. Make use of your imaginative power and simple language in order to frame out the 

content related to the picture. 

4. Use figures of speech. 

Examples: As white as snow 



Burn a hole in one’s pocket 
5. According to the word limit try to spread out the ideas so that there is variety of 

ideas in the picture composition. Here too the ideas must be linked to the given 

picture. 

Question 1. 

Study the picture given below. Write a description or an account to what it suggests to 

you. Your composition may be about the subject of the picture or you may take 

suggestions from it; however, there must be a clear connection between the picture 

and your composition. 

 
Hint: This picture consists of two, not very well dressed, poor kids, playing in the rain. 

You must observe the picture carefully before writing anything about it. Find out 

minor details about it and then start writing. 

 

Complete answer: 

Happiness doesn’t lie amidst riches and luxuries of life, nor in big bungalows or 
swimming pools. Happiness is a positive and pleasant emotion, ranging from 

contentment to intense joy. Happiness lies in being together, even in drastic times of 

life. In this picture, what I see is that there are two kids and irrespective of being poor 

and not having extravagant attire, they find happiness in the different aspects of 

nature, which most of us who are well privileged, are unable to experience. We are so 

busy in finding happiness in materialism that we forget the abundance of blessings 

that God has given us. These kids are satisfied with their two-time meal per day and 

won't complain about anything which privileged kids usually tend to do, and they have 

found a way to enjoy within the blessings of nature. 

This picture does take me back to those days when we used to make paper boats and 

float them in the puddles which were filled with rainwater and used to be so fulfilled, 

happy, and satisfied with that. How ironic, that happiness can even be found in small 

puddles of life. Finding joy in one another is also a major door to happiness. We can 

find it everywhere around us, in small as well as big things, in nature as well in our 

own home, amidst our own people. Happiness lies in togetherness, it lies in one's eyes 

and not in materialistic things. People nowadays, run after artificial happiness in life 



and then, at the end of the day, when they return to their homes, there's no one to sit 

and talk about the day with. You may get satisfaction while attaining artificial things 

but happiness. 

 

Question 2: 

Look at these pictures carefully. 

 
 

These pictures show how plastic and other garbage affect marine life. In the first 

picture, a fish is trapped in a plastic bag. Plastic is harmful because it is not 

biodegradable. Some careless person has thrown the plastic bag on the beach and it 

has been swept into the waters and the fish has been trapped in it. The fish will not be 

able to breathe, it may get suffocated and die. Many of these marine creatures are 

exposed to such dangers because of our unfriendly practices, our indifference to the 

conservation of the environment. The second picture also shows how hazardous 

plastic can be to marine life. The shark is swimming past the plastic bag and can 

anytime be trapped in it. The third picture shows the accumulation of garbage on the 

ocean floor or sea bed, which is extremely harmful to the creatures inhabiting the 

seas. 

Note: The description of the picture may differ according to the viewer. You should be 

careful in explaining only those things that can be easily seen in the picture. 

Questions to practice. 

1. Design a poster inviting people to an e-learning fair. 

2. Observe the picture and writs a paragraph in 120 words about the picture. 

 
CONTENT PREPARED AT HOME. 

 


